31% Growth in population by 2035
230 buildings
54m Square Feet
27,160,956 KgCO₂/yr
Reduced carbon output
Average annual rainfall across Seattle

Data from Seattle Public Utilities shows varying annual precipitation in different areas.
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Rogue cellphone tracker alarms Seattle privacy activists
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By Lynn Thompson
Seattle Times staff reporter

More than a year after Seattle police promised to not turn on a network of surveillance cameras and communication node — the white apparatus on the utility pole — inadvertently turned on.
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Seattle installs new system to track individual drivers

by David Kroman

Gray boxes, holding the wiring for nearby traffic signals, dot more than 1,000 intersections throughout Seattle. They fade into the background by design, many of them further camouflaged with graffiti and posters for candidates or concerts.

It would be no surprise, then, if you've missed a new accoutrement added to many of these boxes in the last year: a small rubber antenna, like a lily pad or tiddlywink, perched on...